This issue of
PERSPECTIVES
focuses on a
challenge that is
common to both
marketing and
public affairs
communications:
reaching people
both supportive
and likely to act.

Marketing and Policy

more important than in the realm of

Advocacy Each Seek to

public policy advocacy. In this arena,

Increase Involvement

marshalling your supporters and those

As every marketer knows, consumers

who might reasonably be persuaded

are not created equal, nor should they

to support your side is the sine qua

be treated equally. Stratifying people

non of success. Policy debates typi-

based upon how likely they are to

cally end on a specified date in a final

engage with you—your product,

vote that determines the path forward

company or cause—is perhaps the

for an extended period of time. There-

most effective way to organize the

fore, effectively segmenting the popu-

marketplace for success. Determin-

lation to target those most likely to be

ing who is your most likely “buyer”

on your side has both a time demand

or most easily persuaded prospect

and an outcome gravity that consumer

allows a marketer to efficiently target

product choices rarely match.

the low-hanging fruit and to studiously
avoid the too distant, too costly yield.

Here’s an illustration of this marketing/
policy difference: The Coca-Cola

The same is true for political and

Company would love to motivate all

public affairs marketing. In fact, no-

the persuadable carbonated soft drink

where is the need for organizing the
marketplace based on engagement

continues...

Artemis Strategy Group is a research-powered brand strategy and communications firm. We help you identify ideas that transform the relationship your audience has with your organization, product, or issue. We provide you with ideas that make sense.
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buyers to purchase a six-pack of Coke

Engagement: The Stealth

instead of a six-pack of Pepsi on their

Ingredient

next shopping trip. But if they fail this

Beyond demographics, past voting

week, the “loss” of some incremen-

choices and current beliefs and posi-

tal fraction of all consumers is easily

tions, there is a set of behavior pat-

weathered. There will be other shop-

terns that define the level and nature

ping trips in the near future when they

of a person’s involvement with the

can try again to persuade the same

political process and public policy

shoppers. Public policy debates, on

debates: engagement.

the other hand, have fewer and more
far-reaching decision points, raising

A number of people talk about the

the stakes for effective targeting.

“engaged” population as a shorthand
descriptor of this phenomenon. As is

Political affiliation and issue support

often the case, the shorthand hides

have long been the default voter traits

the real complexity of engagement.

used in the political and public affairs

People differ dramatically in their

arena as the basis of communications

absolute levels of public engagement.

targeting strategy for those seeking

They differ in their types of engage-

to affect the outcome of elections

ment. And the same person’s level

and legislative battles. They explain

of engagement can and usually does

a lot, especially when combined with

differ dramatically according to the

demographic profiling. But they don’t

specific issue, just as it can also vary

fully take into account the propensity

within a single issue over time depend-

toward community engagement that

ing on the forces at work in their own

turns out to be a force of potentially

lives and in the public policy context.

much greater significance for those
who seek to win. Using some of the

Artemis Strategy Group has been

policy programs we’ve helped build

working for over a year with an

as our guide, we discuss here some of

exciting startup business—Resonate

the characteristics of this “engaged”

Networks—that, among other things,

population and how they can and do

has developed some remarkable tools

influence policy outcomes.

for reaching Americans who have
different levels of engagement with
the political and policy process.
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While many policy initiatives focus on

• It is encouraging in a representa-

engaged populations, the Resonate

tive democracy that approximately

emphasis provides an opportunity to

one-third of voters indicate that they

take a more comprehensive look at the

have communicated directly with a

thoughts about an issue

complex ecosystems of attitudes and

political representative to express

online through comment

behaviors that constitute engagement.

their views on an issue.

boxes, blogs or chat rooms

Several of the observations below draw

• Contributed your

• Communicated with a

from this work.

state, local or national politician about an issue
• Specifically bought
a product or service from

•Up to one-quarter have contributed
their thoughts in public forums such

There is no singular manner by which

as online chat rooms, newspaper

to measure engagement. But there

editorial pages or public meetings.

a company whose involve-

is a relative convergence around the

ment with an issue you

types of behaviors that constitute it.

approve of

Here is a list of actions that we

proportions, in each case about one

use regularly to help us track this

of six.

• Bought a product because
of the company’s involvement with a public issue,

• Voters join and contribute in lower

phenomenon.
• Finally, between five and ten percent

even if the product is more

Measures of these activities help us

indicate that their policy views have

• Bought or sold stock

sort out differing patterns of engage-

influenced some product choices or

in a company because of its

ment on public policy issues. Drawing

investment decisions.

expensive than others

position or involvement in a
particular issue
• Joined a group to
advocate for an issue
• Contributed money
to a group to advocate for

from the results of several policy
studies, including our work with

The range of answers makes it easy to

Resonate Networks and others, we

envision the diversity of engagement

can make some broad observations

patterns. Simply looking at the differ-

about this set of activities:

ent types of activities in which people
engage, we can see that our population

an issue
• Contributed to a
political candidate or party

• Among voters, about three-quarters

divides roughly into four quadrants:

report that they have engaged in

one-quarter engages in none of these

at least one of these behaviors.

behaviors, a second quarter in just
one, a third quarter in just two, and the

• About half indicate that they have

final quarter in three or more of these

followed an issue with some inten-

behaviors. The truly engaged portion of

sity. For many, this relatively passive

the population, those who engage

activity may be their only engagepage 3

ment with issues.

continues...

in a range of listening, opining, joining,

One way to better understand these

contributing and buying behaviors, is

action categories is to examine demo-

indeed small.

graphic differences. To sample just some
of these traits, we observe that men

The moreengaged have
and express
stronger
opinions about
a broad range
of political
and social
issues than the
less-engaged,
even when
they are not
particularly
active on
the issues.
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There is an interesting and not entirely

report greater engagement of virtually

predictable interaction between en-

all kinds. Education level shows a

gagement and specific issue stances.

substantial impact, much higher

It is intuitive that people engage

among those with college degrees.

differently depending on the issue —

Age shows a somewhat different

for example, those most engaged in

pattern. On most measures of engage-

education do not necessarily engage

ment, middle-aged adults (ages 35-54)

in the same way or at the same level

indicate significantly higher levels of

with sustainability or financial services

engagement in most respects than

reform. But it is noteworthy that the

either their younger or older cohorts;

engaged are more likely to take a stance

this is strikingly so when it comes to

on most issues, regardless of their level

online communications. The oldest

of engagement with those issues. The

cohort is most likely to have offered

more-engaged have and express

opinion in a traditional format or to

stronger opinions about a broad range

have contributed to a political candi-

of political and social issues than the

date or party.

less-engaged, even when they are
not particularly active on the issues.

The overarching goal of any communi-

Engagement also is not restricted to

cations campaign is to create and sus-

one side or another of the political

tain the best and highest relationship

spectrum. Ratios of engagement among

possible with each target audience

pros/cons can vary tremendously for

member. Understanding how people

any given issue—those who are heavily

express their support (voting versus

engaged in opposition to limits on CEO

contributing, contributing versus

compensation, for example, are a small

joining a group) enables the marketer

club, while issues involving broader

to shape messages that include an

regulation and taxation show robustly

appropriate call to action. For some,

engaged segments at each end of the

the best and highest will be getting

spectrum.

them to support your cause at the
continues...

ballot box. For others, it will be get-

from awareness to willingness to re-

ting them to write a letter to the

purchase by giving them the essential

editor supporting your views.

information and motivation to move
from one level to the next.

And for some, contributing money to
your campaign or cause will be the

The Consumer Engagement/

highest and best relationship. Know-

Purchase Continuum

ing in advance who within your target

The idea here is that certain knowl-

audience has a propensity to act in

edge and behavior are predicated

certain ways will greatly enhance the

on other knowledge and behavior. It

effectiveness and efficiency of your

would be hard, for example, to expect

relationship-building efforts.

someone to have favorable perceptions of a product unless he/she first

A Continuum of Behavior

has some familiarity with the product.

Most public issue engagement is

And we cannot expect someone to try

sequential rather than random. As with

a product for the first time until he/

consumers in a buying situation, there

she has enough favorability toward

is a clear pathway of behavior from the

the product to be willing to consider

lowest level of affiliation to high de-

purchasing it.

grees of loyalty. Let’s draw this parallel.
The same ideas apply to public issue
For marketers, the heart and soul of

marketing. With Resonate Networks we

communications strategy is to move
groups of people along a continuum
continues...
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the end.

Affinity, as with
consumer products,
is built over time along
a sequential continuum. Here is what the
engagement continuum looks like for
public policy issues.

have learned that for most people, will-

action are most appropriate for those

ingness to write letters and speak out

people. Baked into this philosophy

in support of an issue precedes their

of issue management is the notion

willingness to join an issue-oriented

that different segments need to hear

group or to contribute to that group.

different messages at different times.
This is difficult as advertising and other

As you would expect, there are fewer

communication channels are blunt

individuals willing to display the most

instruments that thwart most efforts

active levels of engagement than

at targeted mass communications. It is

those who are willing to display the

hard to advertise three or four discrete

easiest forms of engagement.

messages intended for different types
of people without all the others hear-
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Managing the movement of groups

ing and seeing those same messages,

along this continuum is what we mean

resulting in a hash of confusion. What

by building the best and highest

is needed to bring this communications

relationship with voter groups. Each

architecture to life is a way to segment

stop along the continuum indicates a

advertising channels. Let’s consider the

relationship status marker as well as

approach discussed on the yellow side-

what types of messages and calls to

bar, next page.

continues...

Change Is Coming

through these levels in a common

resonate to motivate

People with higher levels of engagement

sequence.

Resonate Networks is a
vertical online advertising
network that has taken an
approach highly attuned
to these changes. This
new company specializes
in helping organizations
with a stake in specific
public policy debates to
reach the people they
most want to touch via
online advertising. The
unique proposition is that
Resonate is able to help
its clients target specific
websites, both the usual
suspects and the less likely
ones, where people with
specific political affiliations,
demographics, policy
views and patterns of engagement are more likely
to congregate.

in public policy issues have different me-

engagement create opportunities for

from the oft-reported change in public

We’re pleased to have been
a part of this new policy
targeting venture. It fits
well with our own emphasis
on the development of
communications messages
that are most likely to motivate voters to take action.

new kinds of services.

orientation brought about by recent

For more information on
Resonate Networks, go to
www.resonatenetworks.com.

dia habits than others. They are heavier

•T
 he most highly engaged portion of

media users and more inclined to seek

the population cuts across the political

out media that offer stronger opinions.

and ideological spectrum.

Looking at differences in the media habits of engaged people, we can expect

•E
 ngagement differs by issue, as does

to see patterns of media use change as

the specific segment of the population

well. People report participating in on-

that is engaged on any one specific

line conversations about public issues at

issue.

twice the frequency that they participate
via offline channels, and younger people

•P
 eople with different levels and types

are at the front edge of that phenom-

of engagement have different media

enon. Even more important, as the last

and online use patterns, which means

Presidential campaign showed, engage-

that reaching them requires specific

ment itself can be impacted and built

types of understanding.

upon from one campaign to the next.
These ongoing changes in the nature of

•A
 nd finally, change is coming. Aside

economic and political events, the onSummary

line environment changes the amount

Engagement is more than a simple and

and nature of involvement.

singular phenomenon:
As policy campaigns turn from focus• Engagement takes different forms,

ing on the most elite policymakers and

there are different patterns of engage-

influencers, it’s important to understand

ment by issue, and individuals them-

possible ways to define and target the

selves manifest different engagement

general population. Segmenting audi-

over time.

ences based on the nature and level of
their engagement in the policy process

•There are at least half a dozen important levels of engagement, and the
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engaged population tends to progress

allows more personalized, relevant and
actionable issue communications.

